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been calculated
and the effects are shown
engme areas relative
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ratio.
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neglected III the calculations.
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~&al output power ratlo,
the fan's rate of domg
work on the fan efflux relative
to the .$rcraft
plus
the thrust engine's rate of domg work on the slipstream,
dlvlaed by the hovermg value of the former when
supporting the ssme we&t
of alrcrsft
at zero mcidence
modified ideal output power ratio,
restrlcted
to the conditxon
q+
numerator

alloww

with
=

for other values

of

the denominator
0.023, the
q+

Suffxes

2.

a

refers to forces arising from the crroulatlon
approprxite
to incxdence
a

i

mduced

0

hovering.

Introduction

In Ref. 1, whose notation 1s followed here, a method was given
for representing
the results of wind-tunnel
tests of fan wings in a
non-dimensional
form suitable for the analysis of transitIon
motions.
Ihe
method was dlustrated
by the display of the results of tests of a
rectangular wing of aspect ratlo 1 mth a fan of area ew
equal to 0.023
located at 0.354 chord2.
The results showed various features that were
thought to be peculiar to the particular
values of the relevant parameters
of that wq,
especxdly
to the low value of q+,,
used, which was much
less than would normally be considered for a fan-wing design.
The present
(I)

(II)

(Cl)

calculations

were undertaken

to ascertam:-

to what extent the prev~~~~s results were influenced by the
aerodpamc
interactions
between the efflux and the mamstream,
which are frequently
neglected in design studies and which were
thought to be partxularly
severe on this wing on account of
the low value of q%.
how transition
power requirements
(neglecting
the effects of
efflux and mainstream interactxon)
would be sffected by
variation
of fan and thrust engine loadings relative
to that
of the wing (which are inversely proportional
to the area
parameters
qs
and A,./% where +
1s the area of the
thrust engine "actuator disk").
how transltlon
power requrrements in a particular
case (agam
neglecting
the effects of efflux and mslnstresm interaction)
would further be affected by variation
of aspect ratlo from
the value of unity used. in the experiments.
The obJect here
was to dlscover whether, at low fomard speed and high lncdence,
varlatlon
m the lnduoed drag could have an appreciable effect
on the performance of the system.
3./
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3.

The Effects

of Aemclynamic Interactions

The variatmn
of the deal output power ratio with forward speed
parameter and mcidence 1s shorn in Fig. 1 (taken from Ref. I), and has been
calculated from the iest r&ults
obtamed m the wmd tunnel on the
assumption that thrust actuator disk area was equal to the fw area, both
berg equal to 0.023 tmes the wing area.
In Fig. 2 are shown the correspondmg curves for power
requrments
based on the assumptmn that there 1s no interaction
between
The calculatxon
IS based on the
the jet efflux and the mainstream.
wmd-tunnel measurements and the procedure is the first
one described UI
the Appenduc.
Comparison of Figs.

1 and 2 reveals

that for

the partxular

condltlons

-'
= -'
= 0 023 neglect of the aerodynamx mterference
%
Aw
.'
removes the hump in the power requlrments
between hover and fan-off
conditions
that IS actually
pesent at incldences
< 6", but that It
remams true that the power requrements
dmmuh
more rapdly
mth lncreasmg
forward speed the higher the mcxlence at whxh transltlon
1s csmxed out
(at any rate as far as +12’,
the highest mcdence at wkuch the basx
wmd-tunnel
data was obtamned).
4.

The Effect

of Fan and Thrust Engme Loadmgs

The calculatmns
of the prevxous sectIon have been repeated
assumlng more lxghtly
loaded llftlng
fans and thrust engmes.
The
following
table shows the area ratios of the cases treated.
0
0.023
0.023

5
-fv

0.091
0.365

0.046

AF/&
0.091

0.365

0.73

JJ

JJJ
J

J

J

J

A mdifled
deal output power ratlo
4 has been calculated,
which is defmed as the ratlo of the total output power at forward speed
to the hovermg value of the power output at zero incxlence for the wmg
w~~v~~~~,,;wil
to 0.023.
The varlatlon
of 4r mth fomard speed
when
L 1s shorn m Fzg. 3 for various values of A./%
IS 0.023,
in Fig. 4 for various values of %A
*en
-%A% =s
"AT
0.091, and m Fig. 5 for various values of +./h
when q+
IS 0.365.
Figs./
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Figs. 3 and 4 reveal the expected reduction in hoverlng power with
reduction II~ the fan loadmg, but show that this 1s offset by the
appearance of a peak power demand which 1s s~gn~fxxntly
greater then the
greater than about 0.1.
This peak
hovering power for values of %%
for
power requrement
1s worse, the higher the thrust engine loading (I.e.,
small values of q%)
and armes from the high peek value of momentum
drag that occurs at an intermediate
stage ~fl trans~tlon
when the fan 1s
l@ddy
loaded.
Large values of AI/%
are desirable in a lifting
fan
system If the same basx power plants are used both to drive the fans and
to produce the forward thrust 111-g-borne
flight,
111order that the
hovering power requirements be not excesswely greater than those of forward
flight.
Provlslon of some means of deflecting
the fan efflux aft would
then appear to be essentzal zn order to avola the peek power requrements.
In the case of a reasonably

large value of

A/+,,

Fig.

5

(plotted for q+
equal to 0.365)
shows that the peak power requirement
~8 more sl@rfuxntly
affected by reduction in thrust engine loadmg then
the fan-off power requrrement.
'&IS occurs because the large momentum
drag values assocxated with the peak power requirements occur at a
relatively
low forward speed where the thrust engine 1s a less effxient
Note that transltlon
at 12' lncdence
still
device for producing thrust.
requires a lower maxurmm ower demand than transxtxon at any lower angle
of mcdence.
With A/?%
and A,/+
both equal to 0.375,
the peak has
practxally
vanuhed, but thx condltlon represents an absurdly lv+v thrust
engme loadmg.
In practxe,
thx could probably only be met with a
txltlng
propeller
system, III whxh case the facdlty
for variable tilt would
of Itself
have avoded the peak value of momentum drag.
5.

The Effect

of Aspect

The calculation
5

E-c AT

0.023

Rat10

of the deal

output power ratlo

was repeated by the second technique

for

the wing with

described

in the

%
%
Append%.
The result
of the calculations
1s shown in Fig. 6, whxh may
be compared mth the earlier calcdatlons
of Fig. 2.
Although thenew
calculations
are more soundly based than the earlier
ones, they are less
accurate 111that the lncllnatlons
of the fan axis to the vertxal
and of
the thrust producing axis to the horuontal
whxh occur when the wxng 1s
at mcdence have been Ignored.
The results of the two sets of calculations
are not &zntxal,
but they reveal the same trends with mcdence.
For
the ducusslon
of the present paragraph, comparisons will therefore be
confined to results obtund
by the second calaitatlon
method.
Included 111Fzg. 6 are results
for higher fan-off
CL's than
that obtained at 12' incdence.
If the stall could be prevented by means
of clrculatlon
control,
the maumum possible
CL (see Appendu) for the
aspect/

-51
= 0.80
and the power
>
.v'cL
requirement 1s then consderably
greater than that required for hovermg.
The maxmm thrust power requirement durmg transltlon
1s seen to take a
mmmum value when the manoeuvre 1s carrxd
out at about 18' mcdence,
although the mtegrated
total power requrrements (or work done - whxh can
be related to the area under the graph of Fig. 6) 1s least of fan-off wmg
to the
supported flight
1s attamed at an even h&m
CL (correspondmg
theoretxal
clrculatlon
appropriate
to about 400), and higher forward
speeds are then obtamed by reducing mcdence III wing supported flxght,
rather than by completmg tramsltlon
at a lower inmdence.

aspect

ratm-l

wmg

1s

seen

to

be 1.57

(

The mfluence of mduced drag on thm result can be seen from
the graphs of Fig. 7 whxh show the composltxon of the D/L ratlo for
transltlon
at mcidences of O", 4", 8O and 12'.
Supermposed on the graph
for O" mcdence 1s the mduced drag component for wmg supported flight.
The mduced drag mcluded at other mcdences
is that assocmted 1~1th a
constant mduced drag coefflclent
equal to that achxved at the fan-off'
Although the mduced drag component is greater for
forward speed.
transltlon
carrxd
out at the higher mcdences,
thm 1s more than offset
by the reductxm m fan mtake smk drag.
At medmm mcxdences, the mduced drag 1s so small a component
of the total drag durmg transition
that there 1s unlikely
to be any
substantml
savmg by increasmg the aspect rat.10 of the wmg.
The effect
The
of reducmg the aspect ratio to 0.5 is shown m Figs. 8 and 9.
mcdence for carrymg out transition
with least expenditure of work 1s now
seen to be greatly reduced from the hypothetxal
40' to an mcdence
only
slightly
seater
than 12'.
The effect of mcreased fan area m relation
to the duced
drag
was also examned.
Increased fan area replies lower fan efflux velocity
with a greatly mcreased momentum drag at an internedlate
stage III transition.
Hence the mduced drag even for aspect ratio-l
1s neghgible
III coqar-~son
with the fan momentum drag.
%ansltlon
IS therefore agam best carrled
out at a very hrgh mcdence.
6.

Conclusions

The expermental
results,
analysed m Ref. 1, of tests of a
rectangular wing of aspect ratio 1 with a fan of area %+w
equal t0 0.023
located at 0.354 chord suggested that peak power requirements III transltlon
manoeuvres carried out at lncldences
G 6' exceeded the hovermg power
requirements.
The present calculations
reveal that these peaks are due
to the interference
effects
between Jet and mainstream smce they do not
occur with the neglect of aerodynamic mterference.
The result that the
power requirements for transition
at 12' are less than the demands for
transltlon
at lower lncdences
1s unaffected by the neglect of aerodynamic
mterference.

-6However, even mth the neglect of Jet/mamstrem
mteractmns,
the calculatmns
show that larger values of %4
reduce the hovering
power but result m the reappearance of large peak demands.
These are to
some extent alienated
by reduction m thrust engme loadmg, but appear to
require provxlon
for fan efflux deflectlon
to elmmate
them.
At incdences
of 8' or less, induced drag forms only a small
proportmn of the drag, even for as low an aspect ratlo as 1.
If the
aerodynamc stall could be avouled, the least power requirements for
transltlon
would be found to occur at as hlgb an angle of incdmce
as 40".
It therefore appears to be desirable to carry out transxtlon
at an mcldence
as close to the stall as is considered feasible.
For aspect ratlo 3
however, the optmum mcidence would be about 12".
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Calculation

Frocedures

Different
oalculatlon
procedures have been used in 55 3-4 and m '??5.
However, a common case was treated by each method and compar~.son of the results
given 111Figs. 2 and. 6 show that although the two teohnlques have not led to
dentxal
answers, the same trends are exhIbIted by the two sets of curves.
The calculatzons
have been concerned with the D/L rat.10 of the
5, whose
complete tan-wmg combmation, and with the output power ratlo,
deflnltlon
1s fully d~cussed III Ref. 1.
In $ 3, the caloulatlon
of these parameters on the assumption
that there 1s no interaction
between the fan efflux and the malfl flow leans
heavily on the experimentally
observed. results.
The varlatlon
of the flow
through the fan with change of forward speed has been taken to be the same
as that actually measured (wxth lnteractlon
effects present),
though the
effective
flow through the fan under statx
condltlons has been derived from
The effeotlve
oonsderatlons
of momentum applxd to the measured fan lift.
velocity
thus derived 1s appreciably
less than the measured velocity
(78;;)
because the figure obtained from the traverse readmgs was based on values
obtained l~1 the mddle of each sector where the velocity
was at a maxmm
and neglected the varxatlons across each sector and also the reductions due
to the boundary layers on the stator blades and duct and. hub walls.
Furthermore,
the measured lift
was probably reduced by the adverse ground
effect due to the presence of the tunnel floor.
Under forward speed oondltlons
the lift
and drag increments
due to fan operation have been derived from the momentum equation, assuming
that the flow 1s taken into the fan wxth the forward speed and discharged
m a dlreotlon
normal to the wing chord with the effective
efflux velocity.
These increments have been added to the wing lift
and drag measured with the
fan moperative,
but the duct open.
The fan power output has been taken
to be proportional
to the cube of the fan rotational
speed, and Its variation
with the advance ratlo was derived from the traverse measurements.
In the cases where the fan area has been taken to be deferent
from
that of the model tested, the power and the ltit
and drag increments due
to fan operation have been taken to be proportional
to fan area, whxlst the
wing 1Lft and drag values to whxh the increments are added have been
altered III such a way that the differences
between the fan duct open values
and the fan duct closed values (positive
for drag, negative for lift)
have
remarried proportxmal
to the fan area.
In 5 5, where the wing aspeot ratio was also allowed to vary, a
more fundamentally based procedure was used (still
neglecting
mteractions).
The derivation
1s as follows:-

-aThe wmg has aspect ratm
A

4b=
= -.

A,

span

Zb

and area

%,

so that

Hence

%v
. ..(I)

It IS known that the formula for mduced drag may be derived
from momentum theory If it 1s assumed that the air flowmg through a circle
of ammeter equal to wmg span 1s affected by the wing and 1s deflected
through an angle 8.
Hence, due to mmdence
a we have
La

=

Da =

/mb' V"T su@

. . . (2)

/ntba $(I-co@)

. ..(3)

ti
=

OX-

-sin@

and

=

%

On elmmatrng

8,

. . .

(4)

2

cLa

"

(I-co&.

. ..(5)

2

we obtain

. . . (6)
Note that
%
of

thu

reduces to the more fanAlar

1s small compared with
CL occurs when B =
a

C
52
90°,

result

C,
= CL",/"
when
i
and also that the maxirmrm possible value
and that then CL = CD.
a
1

The profile
drag coefficxmt
of the wmg has been taken equal to
0.025, independent of incidence and fan area.
Ens value 1s one half' the
measured minimum fan-off drag of the wmg, as is appropriate.
When the wmg 1s derming part of its lift
as circulation
lift,
and part from operation of the fan, which is assumed discharging air
vertxally
downwards with velocity
VF, simple momentum theory whxh
neglects all aerodynamc interactions
shows that
L
Hence, using

(1)

=

.tia.

&PV"&

+ PA.&

D = Fan momentum drag + Wmg reduced drag + 'Nmg profIle
or

D
p%vFv~
- = --+-+L

drag

0,025

CD,

0.025
+-

cL
. . . (9)

with

the ad of equatmns
The fan

power

(6)

(8).

output
p

and the hwermg

and

=

&PA.$pqvaT)

fan power output
pO

=

where

+pA&
0

psV$

=

L

0

Hence, for zero acceleration,
horuontel
flight
path and small
angles of mcidence,
the output pmer ratlo as defined in equation (8) of
Ref. 1 1s

- IO -
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ADDENDA
It is desirable to emphasise the very spproxlmate nature of the
calculations
which were undertaken in 65 in order to draw attention
to the
economy of carrying out transition
at a high value of C and to the relative
unxnportance of induced drag compared .nt.h fan momentum ir ag, even for the
present wing of aspect ratio only 1 and low fan area. It is not thought
that these conclusions are greatly affected by the orudlty of the calculations,
but the reader should be reminded that the low aspect ratio results
in a very
low lift
curve slope (not quite as low as accurate theory predicts,
as the
experxnental results on which the calculations
are based have not been
corrected for wind-tunnel Interference,
which has a favourable effect).
The results therefore appear rather less startling
stated In terms of CL
For the aspeot-ratio
I wing, for which the ult:mate
rather than of Incidence.
possible
CL IS only 1.57, the Incidence for transition
with the minimum value
of maxImum thrust demand is that at nhxh the fan-off
CL is 0.52, and the
higher Incidence for minxnun Integrated power demand 1s that corresponding to
Nevertheless,
these
a CL of 1-O If this could be attained wIthout stallmg.
conditions demand such h& angles of Incidence that the neglect of the
lncllnatlon
of the fan and thrust engine axes 1s not justified:
their
Inclusion would result In some detail modifxation
of the results.
The further

argument concerning the reduction of aspect ratio fran
approximate as no account has been taken of the considerable
theoretical
reduction In fan-off lift
curve slope, whrch would be almost halved
comparedwith the aspect ratio 1 Case. The angles attaohed to the curves of
The conclusion is that transition
1s
Figs.8 and 9 are therefore incorrect.
carried out with least expenditure of work at a CL of about 0.35 (compared
with the maximum theoretically
possible of about 0.78) which occurs(ln the
absence of the stall)
at an incidence of about 27' Instead of 12O as stat&
This result would alsobe modified by xxlu&ng
the effect of fan and thrust
engine tlltlng
with the wing.
1 to 4 is also very
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